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Why might pragmatic trials be morally
problematic?



Ethical Guidelines for Clinical Research

• 1947: Nuremberg code
• 1964: Declaration of Helsinki (WMA)

– Latest revision: 2013 (Fortaleza)

• 1975: Good Clinical Practice (EU Directive)
– Latest revision: 2014

• 1982: CIOMS (WHO)
– Latest revision: 2016

• 1997: Council of Europe: Oviedo convention
• NL: WMO (1998)

– Latest revision 2017



7 Requirements for Determining Whether a 
Clinical Trial is Ethical

1. Social or Scientific Value

2. Scientific Validity

3. Fair subject Selection

4. Favorable Risk/Benefit ratio

5. Independent review

6. Informed consent

7. Respect for participant (enrolled/potential)



Pragmatic Trials Raise New Questions

• What level of (regulatory/ethics) oversight do pragmatic
trials require?  judge by standards for care or 
research?

• What additional risks do patients face in a pragmatic
trial (on top of usual care)?

• May IC procedures be modifed/waived in pragmatic
trials?

Kalkman et al. Pragmatic randomized trials in drug development pose 
new ethical questions: a systematic review. Drug Discov Today (2015).



Moral distinction between
research and care?

Clinical
research

Routine patient
care

Pragmatic trials?



Stakeholder interviews (n = 34)

What ethical issues have you come across or do you foresee
when designing or conducting a pragmatic trial?

What is your view on pre-market authorization pragmatic
trials? 

Kalkman et al. Stakeholders' views on the ethical challenges of 
pragmatic trials investigating pharmaceutical drugs. Trials (2016).



Salford Lung Study
(GSK, results published Sep 2016)

Phase 3b 
comparative

effectiveness trial!

Vestbo et al. Effectiveness of Fluticasone 
Furoate-Vilanterol for COPD in Clinical 
Practice. NEJM (2016).



Some concerns

• Less controlled conditions might create safety concerns

• Comparison with suboptimal usual care compromises
clinical equipoise

• Modified or waivers of consent infringes patient
autonomy (and public trust!)

• Minimal interference drives arms to equivalence
(minimal knowledge value)

• For pre-market trials: concerns are heightened



Caveats

• Highly exploratory nature

• Not all respondents had experience with pragmatic trials

• Different understanding of what a pragmatic trial might
look like

• One respondent: “what about the harms if we did not do 
these trials?”



How to balance value/benefits of 
pragmatic trials with these issues?



Case study:
Informed consent process

Are there any good arguments that
ethically justify deviations from IC 

requirements for RCTs? 



What do the regulations require?

ICH Good Clinical Practice Guidelines
E6(R1), 1996.



What consent modifications do the 
regulations allow?

EU Directive
Pre-market: no modifications allowed
Post-market: “simplified means” allowed for cluster 
trials (sounds like opt-out)

FDA regulations: pre-market → no modifications 
allowed

OHRP: post-market → waivers allowed under certain 
conditions



Analysis of literature and regulations

Agreement on at least 3 conditions that would permit 
modifications:

1. The research involves minimal risk

2. The research is impracticable with regulatory 
consent

3. The modification still allows patients a say in 
their care





Waiver, modifications or none?



Implications for informed consent in
(early) pragmatic trials

• Salient differences between pre-market and post-
market EPTs versus standard of care pragmatic trials

• No modifications permissible for pre-market EPTs

• Some post-market EPTs might be conducted with 
consent obtained through simplified means

Kalkman et al. Ethics of Informed Consent for Pragmatic Trials with New Interventions. Value 
Health (2017); Kalkman et al. Series: Pragmatic trials and real world evidence: Paper 4. 
Informed consent. J Clin Epidemiol (2017).



Side notes

• Question remains what alterations might exactly look 
like

• Does not mean that phase III and early phase IV trials 
should not be pragmatic (they should!)

• But the normative consequences of alterations to trial 
ethics guidance ought to be considered



Thoughts for the future of (early) 
pragmatic trials

• Goals of pragmatic trials might cause tension with rules 
and regulations for RCTs (R/B, equipoise, IC)

• Given importance of RWE, social imperative to reconcile 
where possible

(1) Many way to increase pragmatism (PRECIS!)
(2) Delineate areas demanding early pragmatic evaluations
(3) Point towards opportunities in regulations
(4) Demarcate ethical limits of pragmatism with criteria of 
minimal risk, impracticability and patient expectations
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